
CNC SWISS TYPE AUTOMATIC LATHE Type C
CNC AUTOMATIC LATHE (Non-Guide-Bush Type) Type N

“Evolutionally advanced SR-20J with optimum cost performance to respond to the machining needs of the times”

View machine demo > View case study >

Newly developed SR-20J/JN with optional additional rear driven 
tool positions. 

»  A total of six driven tools can now be mounted on the rear  
tool station. 

»  A newly designed cross drilling unit is now available for independent 
sub spindle machining.

»  A combination of the tool post (Fig.1) equipped with a slant-type  
sliding guideway and the rear headstock with a Z/B axis sliding  
guideway achieves overwhelmingly high rigidity.

»  Type N, with no guide bush for minimizing the remaining material 
length to 70mm, is included in the product line. (The minimum  
remaining material length is 35mm when the used bar feeder  
discharges remaining materials in the forward direction.)

Model SR-20J/JN Newly Developed with Upgraded Functions
and More Versatile Machining Performance

»  Points that are more advanced than the conventional type.

Rigid tool post with “slanted dovetail slideway structure”. 
The tool post with Star’s original “slanted dovetail 

slideway structure” improves the lifespan of cutting tools 
and maintains dimensional accuracy during continuous 

machining for long-periods.

The Y-axis slideway of the tool post incorporates a slanted dovetail 
structure. The X and Y-axis slideways can be arranged in a pattern 
close to the cutting point, which improves machine rigidity. In addition, 
a straight line, passing through the ball screw center which is parallel 
to the Y-axis slideway and the cutting point are close to each other 
(a1), reducing the moment load caused by cutting resistance 
and thereby improving rigidity.

*This unit is not usable together with 2-spindle deep-hole drill attachments.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JbHGt87qPGk
http://www.stargb.com/the-capacity-is-so-high-salcey-precision-engineering/
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